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In this paper, we propose an interference management
scheme for device⁃to⁃device (D2D) communications in cellular
networks. Considering the underlay D2D communications, the
signal quality of cellular users would be affected by D2D us⁃
ers. To solve this problem, we explore the application of net⁃
work coding and relay ⁃assistance to mitigate interference. In
the proposed scheme, helper nodes overhear the signal from
cellular users, encode the received packets, and send the en⁃
coded packets to the base station. We design the helper node
selection scheme and the transmission policy of helper nodes.
The performance of the proposed scheme for different posi⁃
tions of the cellular user and D2D users is then evaluated.
The results suggest that the cellular transmission scheme
should be adjusted dynamically when underlay D2D communi⁃
cations are active. Compared with the existing solutions, the
proposed scheme can effectively increase system throughput.
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1 Introduction
s an underlay to cellular network, device⁃to⁃device
(D2D) technology has being intensively studied for
fifth generation (5G) system. Resource reuse tech⁃
nology for D2D communications provides high da⁃

ta rate and improves spectrum efficiency [1], [2]. However, it
also makes interference management more complicated. There⁃

fore, interference mitigation becomes a key problem for further
development of D2D technology.

Power control and resource allocation are extensively dis⁃
cussed to guarantee the link quality of cellular users while
D2D communications exist. On the other hand, network coding
technology is a promising technique for improving network ca⁃
pacity. Applying network coding for multi⁃hop D2D communi⁃
cations is considered in [3] and [4]. Exploiting the inherent
broadcasting nature of wireless medium, network coding can
deliver multiple packets in a single transmission, and thus
yield higher throughput.

Considering the situation where one cellular user device and
two D2D pairs exploit the same resources, an interference coor⁃
dination mechanism is proposed to enhance system capacity in
[5], which can select proper D2D users without causing inten⁃
sive interference. Channel allocation in a single cell system
with D2D pairs is modeled in [6], and a scheme aiming to maxi⁃
mize the number of D2D pairs is proposed. An interference co⁃
ordination scheme that does not allow different D2D pairs to
share the same radio resources in a limited interference area is
proposed in [7], and a power control scheme to obtain an upper
bound of D2D transmitter power is also included to mitigate in⁃
terference. In order to control the interference on cellular us⁃
ers, an algorithm for obtaining the upper bound of the number
of D2D pairs is proposed in [8], which reuses the uplink re⁃
source under the conditions that the D2D users’location and
channel state information (CSI) are unknown. With the channel
state information, the transmission mode selection for maximiz⁃
ing the spectrum reusing ratio is studiedin [9], and a lower
bound of interference distance is derived according to the
transmitter density and QoS requirement of a D2D pair. By us⁃
ing this distance, two resource allocation schemes are pro⁃
posed, namely the dual metric scheme and the tolerant interfer⁃
ence degree (TID) scheme. These schemes achieve more uni⁃
form resource allocation to avoid the excess interference of
some resources.

There are some investigations on joint applications of net⁃
work coding and D2D communications. In [10], the integration
of D2D and network coding (NWC) technologies in cellular net⁃
work is considered. The performance of two⁃time⁃slot and three⁃
time⁃slot network coding technologies are studied from the per⁃
spectives of end⁃to⁃end signal to interference plus noise ratio
(SINR) and spectral efficiency. In [11], three⁃time⁃slot network
coding is further investigated to assist D2D transmission. In ad⁃
dition, the average power consumption is also evaluated. The
issues studied in [10] and [11] are further discussed in [12].
An adaptive mode selection scheme and a resource allocation
algorithm are proposed in [12] to further improve the end⁃ to ⁃
end SINR and spectral efficiency. A routing protocol for net⁃
work coding is designed in [13], and each individual link quali⁃
ty is enhanced by using relay⁃based network coding. CSI is a
critical factor for network design, however, each node usually
only has its own CSI, and lacks the CSI of other D2D pairs. To
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enable all the nodes to get global CSI, a network⁃coded infor⁃
mation exchange scheme with an emphasis on minimizing the
total transmission cost for exchanging CSI between nodes is
proposed in [14]. Then, a transmission scheme with the object
of load balancing is proposed to achieve the minimum trans⁃
mission cost. The performance of cell range extension in relay⁃
based D2D is studied in [15]. Then, a scheme integrating mode
selection, resource allocation and power control is proposed,
and the performance evaluation results show that the perfor⁃
mance of decode⁃and⁃forward with network coding is superior
to both the traditional cellular and the amplify ⁃ and ⁃ forward
schemes.

Existing works focus on utilization of network coding to as⁃
sist D2D transmission or routing protocols. To our best knowl⁃
edge, this is the first paper which uses network coding technol⁃
ogy to solve D2D uplink interference issue, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. D2D communication pairs reuse the resource assigned
to cellular user C1. The quality of cellular link is degraded due
to D2D interference. The helper node C2 overhears the packets
on the cellular link and decodes these packets. After being mo⁃
tivated, the helper node transmits the recoded packets to BS.
With our proposed scheme, the total number of packets sent by
the source node is less than that under the traditional scheme.

First of all, we use random linear network coding (RLNC) for
the transmission of cellular nodes. In this way, the base station
(BS) only concerns the total number of received packets with
no need to care about what packets it received. Some helpers,
which may be idle cellular users, would overhear the packets
sent from the source node. The helpers would forward the re⁃
ceived packets when they are predicted to be helpful. In this
work, the selection of helpers and the transmission scheme are
the two key issues. We propose the helper selection method.
Moreover, we analyze the performance of the network capacity
with helper nodes, which facilitates us to design an efficient

transmission scheme for the helpers.
It is obvious that the performance gain provided by using

helper nodes are different from that by different locations of
cellular nodes. We analyze the performance gain as the func⁃
tion of the location of cellular users and D2D users respective⁃
ly. We also conduct the simulations to demonstrate the perfor⁃
mance gain of the proposed method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the system model and presents some preliminaries.
In section 3, a method for cellular users to transmit data with
the assistance of helper nodes and network coding technology
is stated. In section 4, we theoretically analyze the perfor⁃
mance gain of our proposed scheme. Our simulation scenario
and results are showed in section 5. Finally, we conclude the
paper in section 6.

2 System Model
We consider a single⁃cell cellular network scenario with one

cellular user communicating with BS. D2D users reuse the up⁃
link period of network as depicted in Fig. 2. Since D2D users
reuse the uplink resource block assigned to the cellular user,
the quality of cellular user communications will be degraded.
Inactive users are distributed randomly in the system, which
may be selected as helpers.

We assume that the CSI of all involved links is known by
the BS and that the CSI of the link between nodes can be ac⁃
quired by the receiver. For each communication pair in sys⁃
tem, we label the transmitter as i , the receiver as j and the
interference node as k [15]. The large ⁃ scale fading is deter⁃
mined by the Euclidian distance dij between two users, and
α represents for the path ⁃ loss exponent. A Rayleigh random
variable fij determines the small ⁃ scale fading. The SINR at

BS: base station
▲Figure 1. A cellular user communicates with BS via a helper node.

▲Figure 2. D2D users communicate by reusing the uplink resource of
cellular users in cellular network.
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the receiver can be calculate as
SINRj = PTi

di, j
-αhi, j∑

k

PTk
dk, j

-αhk, j +σ2 . (1)

The relative bit error rate (BER) and packet error rate (PER)
can be further obtained. The PER of a link is represented by e .

In this paper, RLNC technology is used for packet transmis⁃
sion. The helper node can simply send out a linear combina⁃
tion of their received packets. As shown in Fig. 3, the user C1sends out two packets P1 and P2 , we assume that the helper
node overhears both the packets although one of the packets is
lost at the BS. The helper then sends the coded packet P1 +P2to the BS. With P1 +P2 , the BS can always obtain all the pack⁃
ets no matter which one is lost.

The BS chooses helper nodes according to link condition in⁃
formation. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the BS estimates the num⁃
ber of packets that each helper node should store before trans⁃
mitting and informs relevant helpers. Helpers overhear the
packets from the cellular user and encode these packets. Traf⁃
fic generated by cellular users is divided into data blocks, and
each data block is called a generation. Each generation is com⁃
posed of a certain number of packets. The BS needs to receive
enough linearly independent packets to decode a generation. If
the field size of RLNC is large enough, the probability of re⁃
ceiving linearly dependent coded packets is low. We consider
one generation transmitting process.

3 The Proposed Interference Management
Scheme
To mitigate the interference caused by D2D users, the pro⁃

posed method selects helper nodes to assist transmission of cel⁃
lular users, and network coding technology is also applied
(Fig. 1). In the proposed scheme, the specific frequency re⁃

source is assigned to one cellular user and only one D2D com⁃
munication pair is assumed to reuse it.

We also assume that the BS knows link conditions of all the
involved links. According to the method described in section
2, the link PER between the cellular user and BS eU_B can be
obtained. When the value of eU_B is inferior to a specific level
E , that is, the cellular user is severe influenced, the cellular
user will be authorized for application of helper nodes. The val⁃
ue of E is associated with the traffic type.
3.1 Helper Selection

The geographical locations of users are different, which
leads to complex link conditions between nodes. We assume
that all idle nodes in coverage can be chosen as a helper node.
The users can be divided into two categories according to their
relative link conditions. Fig. 4 shows the link conditions of a
helper in the system, and ei represents PER.

Quality of each individual link is also a critical factor for
helper selection. We assume that e0 is the upper bound of
PER to be borne by the system. For a candidate helper node i ,
emax = max{ }ei1,ei2 ; if the link condition of node i satisfies the
condition e0 ≥ emax , node i would be chosen as a candidate.
The link condition of helpers are described in Fig. 5.

Based on Fig. 4, the type of candidate helpers can be distin⁃

▲Figure 3. Network coding technology.
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Link condition of
multiple helpers.
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Figure 4. ▶
Packet error rate of the
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guished by (2) and (3).
1) CSI of users satisfies:
(1 - e1)∙e3 ≥ 1 - e2 , (2)
2) CSI of users satisfies:
(1 - e1)∙e3 ≤ 1 - e2 , (3)

where ( 1 - e1 ) represents the probability that a helper receives
a packet from the cellular user successfully. e3 is the probabil⁃
ity of transmission failure on cellular link to the BS. In the pro⁃
posed scheme, helpers overhear the packets that the cellular
user transmits to the BS. A packet received by helpers but not
received by the BS is defined as an innovative packet. The
product of ( 1 - e1 ) and e3 is the probability that a helper re⁃
ceives an innovative packet.

Eq. (2) means that the probability of receiving an innovative
packet is higher than transmitting one. From the perspective of
packet number, a helper receives more innovative packets than
it transmits. This kind of helper is able to transmit an innova⁃
tive packet upon receiving it, since the link condition is able to
support for continuous transmitting of innovative packets.
Helper nodes delivering more packets means that the retrans⁃
mission of the cellular user can be reduced. Therefore, this
type of helpers is the prior choice.
3.2 Transmission Mode

Helper nodes overhear packets transmitted by the cellular
user. Two types of helpers are motivated when enough packets
are stored. Helpers transmit packets to the BS in turn after be⁃
ing motivated. It is obvious that this process can be divided in⁃
to two parts: before and after helpers are motivated. During the
period before helpers are motivated, all helpers are regarded
as a whole unit of system. The packets that fail to transmit on
the cellular link are innovative packets for the helper unit. If
an innovative packet is received by at least one helper, we con⁃
sider this packet is received by the helper unit. Helpers store
packets and recode them before being motivated. Repeated
transmissions can be decreased and even avoided since innova⁃
tive packets are most likely coded. Each transmission from
helper nodes contains new content so that the transmission effi⁃
ciency is high, and that is the reason why network coding is ap⁃
plied. After receiving enough packets, the BS can decode all
the packets and obtain the content. As stated above, the field
size of linear network coding is large enough. Therefore, we
consider that all the coded packets are linearly independent.
The BS can decode a generation once receiving enough num⁃
ber of packets. The content of packets is not being concerned.
Based on the theory, we study the problem from the perspec⁃
tive of packet number.

Assuming that BS needs to receive g packets to decode a
generation. After being motivated, a helper and the cellular
transmit k packets. For the whole transmission process, the
number of total packets transmitted by the cellular user is rep⁃

resented by X , and then we get:
X∙eU_B∙æ

è
ç

ö
ø
÷1 -∏

i = 1

n

eiU_H =∑
j = 1

n

k{ }1 - eiH_B , (4)
and

X∙(1 - eU_B) +∑
j = 1

n

k{ }1 -∏
i = 1

n

( )1 - eiU_H ∙(1 - e j

H_B) = g , (5)
where n is the total number of helpers. PER of each link is
constant. The value of k and X can be solved from (4) and
(5). ∑

i = 1

n

k∙(1 - eiH_B) denotes the total number of packets that the
BS receives from all helpers, and X∙(1 - eU_B) denotes the
packet number from the cellular user. The left side of (4) repre⁃
sents the innovative packets the helper unit receives. Here we
assume that new content is included in each packet, which
means that the packets from the helper unit are innovative
packets. Eq. (5) means that the packets the BS receives are
from the helpers and the cellular user respectively.

4 Performance Evaluations
In this section, we give numerical simulation results to justi⁃

fy our analysis and to evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme. In conventional direct transmission schemes, a cellu⁃
lar user transmits packets to a BS continuously. When the BS
receives enough packets for decoding, it sends a terminating
signal to the cellular user to terminate the process.

The performance of the proposed system varies with differ⁃
ent cellular user positions and different D2D positions. We as⁃
sume that the interference sources are only D2D communica⁃
tions and Gaussian noise. The performance is evaluated from
the perspective of packet number, and the receiving signal
strength is only related with the distance. The simulation sce⁃
nario and calculations of PER are described in section 2. Ta⁃
ble 1 shows the simulation parameters.

The cellular coverage is divided into many subareas (clus⁃
ters) as illustrated in Fig. 6. The user performance at the cen⁃
ter of the subarea is discussed to represent the users within the
subarea. Cellular users and D2D users are located in different
▼Table 1. Simulation parameters

Simulation parameters
Side length of cellular coverage

Side length of subarea
BS coordinate

Cellular transmit power
D2D transmit power

Target number of packets g

Pass⁃loss exponent α

Gaussian noise

Value
3000 m
200 m

(1500, 1500)
15 dBm
10 dBm
200
2

−100 dBm
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locations to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme.
These locations are represented by the red points in Fig. 6.
4.1 Location of Helper Nodes

To simplify the calculation, we assume that the location of
the help node is optimal such that the network capacity is max⁃
imized. The distance between the BS and cellular user is dcb ,
the range of helper selection is dr . If dr ≤ ( )dcb 2 , the helper
node is placed at the boundary of the cluster, and located on
the straight line between the BS and cellular user (Fig. 7a) . If
dr ≥ ( )dcb 2 , the helper is placed on the straight line between
the BS ad cellular user (Fig. 7b). The distance between helper
and cellular user is dcb 2 .
4.2 Performance Analysis of Different Cellular User

Positions
We first consider that the locations of the BS and D2D users

are fixed. The coordinate of D2D is (2200, 400). Fig. 8 com⁃
pares the total packet numbers for two different methods. Fig.
8a represents the performance of the method of direct transmis⁃
sion, while Fig. 8b represents the method with helper nodes. It
is known that the farther the cellular user is from the BS, the
severer the influence caused by D2D is. Our simulation results
show that the proposed method decreases the packet number,
especially when the cellular user is at the margin of coverage.

The performance gain of each subarea is illustrated in Fig.
9, in which the y⁃axis denotes the number of packets to be re⁃
duced by the proposed scheme. From the simulation result, we
observe that the performance gain is related with the distance
of the cellular user and BS. The farther the cellular user is
from the BS, the larger the performance gain achieved by the
proposed scheme is. With the increase of the distance between
the cellular user and BS, the cellular link PER increases. Prob⁃

▲Figure 6. Clusters and user locations in the cellular coverage.

(b) Helper location when dr ≥ ( )dcb 2

▲Figure 7. Helper locations.

BS: base station CUE: cellular user
(a) Helper location when dr ≤ ( )dcb 2
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ability of successful transmission for direct transmission de⁃
creases significantly, so that the cellular user has to transmit
more packets to ensure enough packets received by BS. In the
proposed scheme, the probability that a packet is received by
at least one helper is high. With the increase of the number of
helpers, the packet number would be reduced.
4.3 Performance Analysis of Different D2D Positions

D2D communications is not allowed if the interference on
the cellular user is very severe. The interference factor W ,
which is defined as a constant, indicates the interference level
that a transmission link can tolerate. The specific value of in⁃
terference factor is determined by traffic type and the level of
quality of service (QoS). The total packet number that the cellu⁃
lar transmits without D2D users is represented by S1 , and the
total packet number need to be delivered with the interference
from D2D users is represented by S2 . D2D users are allowed
when the factors satisfy the condition: [(S1 - S2) S1] ≤W . Here
we consider the interference factor W as 2.
Fig. 10 shows the simulation results. The subareas are col⁃

ored blue when D2D communications are allowed. It is obvious
that the area that D2D communications is allowed is extended
when the proposed scheme is applied.
4.4 Application of Network Coding
Fig. 11 shows the comparison of whether the network coding

technology is applied. For the relay scheme without any helper
node, the relay node overhears the packets from the source and
delivers these packets to the BS directly. It can be seen that
better performance can be achieved by network coding since
the packets transmitted by the helper node are useful and un⁃
necessarily repeated packets are mostly avoided.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, a relay⁃based interference management frame⁃

work with network coding technology is proposed to mitigate
the interference from D2D users. We design the helper node
selection scheme and the transmission policy of helper nodes.
Performance evaluation verifies that the proposed scheme ex⁃
tends the region of D2D communication and improves the sys⁃
tem throughput.
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(b) Proposed scheme
D2D: device to device

NWC: network coding

◀Figure 10.
D2D communication
regions in different
schemes.

(a) Traditional scheme

▲Figure 11. Comparison of methods with or without NWC.
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